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JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
 
DEFAMATION AND MALICIOUS PUBLICATIONS (SCOTLAND) BILL 
 
SUBMISSION FROM THE SUMMARY SHERIFFS’ ASSOCIATION  

Introduction 
 
The SSA recognises in the generality the desirability that the law on defamation and 
malicious publication be modernised in accordance with developments in society. 
  
This response is not intended to be a clause-by-clause discussion of the provisions of 
the Bill, but instead will focus upon identified issues where, in the view of the 
Association, the wording of the draft may not reflect what is intended by Parliament. 
The SSA approaches its response from a judicial perspective firstly as to how the 
proposed legislation may be interpreted in its current form and therefore how it may 
affect Sheriffs.   
 
The response focuses upon two issues: 
 

1. What amounts to “publication”?; and 
 

2. The concept of “absolute privilege” 
 

Publication 
 
It is an essential element for the purpose of founding an action in defamation under 
clause 1 (2) (a) of the Bill that there be a publication of a defamatory statement to a 
third party.  
 
The interpretation clause (36) at paragraph (a) purports to define “publish” (and 
cognate expressions) as to be construed in accordance with [clause] 1.  
 
Clause 1 however does not provide any further guidance on what may amount to 
publication beyond the sub-paragraph mentioned above. The SSA however 
recognises that the possible examples of what may amount to publication are many 
and varied. It may thus be difficult to define. That being the case, it will be for the Court 
to determine in each case whether what was done amounted in fact to publication.  
It appears that Parliament intends “publish” to be given a wide interpretation which 
may include for example, the posting of comments on social media by members of the 
public.  
 
Absolute Privilege 
 
The current draft does not define absolute privilege. All other forms of privilege are 
defined. Presumably the drafter tacitly relies on the common law definition. It may be 
that this could cause some confusion.  
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Clause 9, paragraph 1 seeks to address the issue of absolute privilege as applying to 
“the contemporaneous publication of a statement which is a fair and accurate report 
of proceedings in public before a court …” 
 
In the view of the SSA, this proposed section may be inadequate as it addresses only 
the reporting of court proceedings, and not the proceedings themselves. 
 
Under the existing common law, absolute privilege arises in relation to parliamentary 
and judicial proceedings. Statements made during judicial proceedings are subject to 
absolute privilege. In particular, absolute privilege extends to any statement by a judge 
of any court while acting in a judicial capacity, any legal professional addressing the 
court or any witness in the course of giving evidence. It also applies to averments 
made in written pleadings forming part of the court process.  
 
At present the Bill seeks to render subject to absolute privilege only what will 
predominantly be journalistic reporting of court proceedings. The SSA agrees that fair 
and accurate reporting of court proceedings is an essential function of a civilised 
society and should be protected by absolute privilege. It is however also firmly of the 
view that it must be clear that this must extend to the maker of any statement if it 
occurs during court proceedings.  
 
Clause 7 (9) of the Bill may appear to circumscribe the use of privilege as a defence 
to proceedings under the Bill. The SSA therefore considers that it may appear that 
absolute privilege at common law will not be available to judicial office holders, 
witnesses or officers of the court if the Bill is enacted. If that is so that leaves the 
unpalatable prospect that an action in defamation may be brought against any such 
individual arising from what was said in court or in a court process. Such an outcome 
would be contrary to the Rule of Law. If that interpretation is correct the SSA further 
argues that clause 9 in its present form would not be compatible with Article 10 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights (Freedom of Expression). It has long been 
held necessary at common law that freedom of expression should outweigh the right 
of any individual to their reputation in the context of judicial or parliamentary 
proceedings.   
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